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1.    Where  we  are now  in our  understanding
        of the “High Energy Universe” .  

2.   Studies of PARTICLE PHYSICS
       with very high energy Neutrinos

3.   Open  problems  in the ASTROPHYSICS
       of the   “High Energy Universe"
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Extragalactic gamma ray sky
Dominated by BLAZARS



3rd  FERMI  Catalog

E > 100 MeV

3034  sources
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Population of 
relativistic protons:

Average density 
of the medium:

Emission Rates of Photons and Neutrinos:

 Simple relation between   
 neutrino and  gamma-ray 
 emissions



Fundamental  Mechanism:
Acceleration of Charged Particles
to  Very High Energy   (“non thermal processes”)
in astrophysical objects (or better “events”).

Creation of Gamma Rays  and Neutrinos
via  the interactions of these relativistic charged particles.

“Hadronic ” “Leptonic ”



Earth

Possible absorption in the source
(and in propagation from the source)

Flavor oscillations
(good theoretical control)

 ENERGY
 EXTRAPOLATION 

Astrophysical
source



2.   Studies of  PARTICLE PHYSICS
       with very high energy Neutrinos

Observed a (small but important)
event rate of very high energy neutrinos
with very long path-lengths.

A very valuable tool   for Particle Physics



2.   Studies of  PARTICLE PHYSICS
       with very high energy Neutrinos

Very High Energy

Very Long Path-length
(extragalactic) 

Very large  (astrophysical) uncertainties  about
source spectra  



Flavor Oscillation,  Neutrino Decay   



New Physics
efects

Lorentz invariance violations

Study very favorable with  Astrophysical Neutrinos



A.  Neutrino Cross section

B.  Neutrino Flavor  evolution 

C.  New Neutrino Interactions

Three topics about Particle Physics 
with  Astrophysical Neutrinos



Neutrino Cross Section at High Energy

This meeting:



Particle  Data Book  
summary of measurements



Standard Model calculation of the (DIS) neutrino cross section



“Glashow Resonance”





IceCube  result

Based on
up-going muons
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Papers presented for the
Astrophysics 2020  decadal survey  of NASA







B.   Neutrino  Propagation

Standard Flavor Oscillations (in vacuum)



Oscillation  terms   
vanish in two cases:

1.  Decoherence of 
     the neutrino mass states

2. Average in length/energy



Decoherence 

Astrophysical extragalactic neutrinos  arrive at the detector
as mass eigenstates 

 



Neutrino Flavor  at the source.

1.  “Standard Production”

2.  “Muon damped"

3.  Neutron decay
Difcult to produce
neutrons without
charged pions

[usual “benchmark examples”]





Flavor content  inferred from track/shower   ratio 



Projected sensitivity  for more data



Potential to study 
non-standard  neutrino propagation properties



 Arbitrary
 initial  condition

Allowed region
for observable
Flavor composition



  General  
  superposition of 



Interactions  between  astrophysical neutrinos  (PeV energy)
with   relic  neutrinos   (meV energy)



Neutrino-DM  interactions

(Absorption  feature   in the direction of the
Galactic Center)



3.   Open Problems 
       in the  ASTROPHYSICS
       of the High Energy Universe



The last decade of  studies in   
High Energy Astrophysics  has  yielded an
extraordinary amount of data and revealed
a  wealth of new phenomena

But...

Many crucial and  fundamental  problems
remain open, and  still poorly understood.



What are the main sources of  
the Galactic Cosmic Rays ?

What is their maximum  energy ?

When extragalactic cosmic  rays
start to dominate the spectrum ?

What are the sources of the 
extragalactic cosmic rays.

What is the relation between
proton and electron  acceleration

Physical mechanisms  in
SN explosions,  Pulsars,  AGN jets
GRB  (short and long), …..

….......................................................









Understanding the High Energy Sources

Dynamics  of  matter  under large acceleration
(and extreme  conditions)

Generation of Electromagnetic Fields

Acceleration of charged particles
(up to Relativistic  energies)

Radiation Mechanisms   for 
relativistic  particles 
(protons, nuclei, electrons, positrons,...)
inside (or near) the  sources



Superluminal Motions in microQuasars
in our Galaxy GRS1915+105

Observations in radio

“Two  pairs of bright
  radio condensations”





M 87



Superluminal  Motions

Source  moving 
on the celestial sphere

M87 :



VLBA  radio images
of M87  at 43 GHz 
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GW 170817

GRB 170817A



7.5 
msec

13.8 
msec

15.26 
msec

26.5 
msec



Role of  Neutrinos  in Multi-Messenger Astrophysics:

1.  Clarify  the nature and properties
    of the extragalactic neutrino signal 
    observed by IceCube.

2.  Contribute to  the
     understanding of  the Galactic  Sources.

3.  Explore the EeV                      energy  range
     Measure (or put strong limits)
     on cosmogenic neutrinos



The High energy region 
of highest interest because 
of photon absorption



[a]  Precision measurement  of
      Energy Spectrum

      Is there a break ?
      Is there a cutof ?
 

[b]  Determine the favor composition at the Earth     

[c]   Identify the Source  Population
       responsible for the difuse neutrino emission
  

Clarify  the nature and properties
of the extragalactic neutrino signal 
 observed by IceCube.





IceCube study of correlations with the FERMI 2LAC

Blazars only subdominant  as  the origin of the IceCube signal 







Search for Galactic Point Sources

At present only limits
but this is not unexpected given the sensitivity
of the existing instruments





Search for Galactic Point Sources

At present only limits
but this is not unexpected given the sensitivity
of the existing instruments

Km3Net (with view of the Southern sky, and the
Central region of  the Milky Way)
Has the potential to  detect (at the level of
few events/year) the brightest sources 

Separate the Hadronic and Leptonic  components
of the Cosmic Rays in  the source



Morphology studies   have the potential
to establish the  presence/absence of
correlation between   gas in the source and 
 the gamma ray emission



“Signature”  of the hadronic  mechanism:

The mass                       leaves  its “imprint”

on the photon spectrum

Spectrum  symmetric
around 



Very strong case to  develop  Neutrino  telescopes
beyond the “beaded string - km3  concept”
aiming at    the EeV  range
[Radio the  technique  with this  potential]





Conclusions:

Multi-messenger  studies of the High Energy Universe
is a vibrant exciting feld that  explore the most
“extreme  environment”  in the present universe
[where Gravity and Particle Physics meet].

High Energy Neutrino Astronomy is a crucial
element in this feld.  The current detectors
are barely  “scratching the surface”
[but this is  already exciting]

“One order of  magnitude more data”
in the 30 TeV – 10 PeV   energy range
can be of enormous help  in  clarifying the
“puzzles” about the  IceCube signal
[and very likley solidy identify the main source(s)]
       …  and provide  very interesting Particle Physics studies

The EeV  range  strongly suggests the development
of  new  detector concepts
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